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OFFICIAL WORK PRACTICE-AA

LIMITED PRODUCTION

Editor Poe of the 1916 Grad of the Montana Mines says that the best book that will come out of the war will be in the hands of the University by May 19, as a result of the efforts of the faculty to have the book held in the up to date. The book, called "A Student's Guide to Life in Montana," is written by John R. Poe. The book will be published in the fall and will be available to students in the months to come.

EXPERIENCES WILL BE PAID

Mary Natenberg, a student at the University, has been awarded a scholarship in the amount of $200 for her work in the preparation of the school's first yearbook. The scholarship will be used to cover the cost of the yearbook, which is expected to be published in the fall.

SEED SCARCE IN THE SOUTH

A telegram received last week by the agricultural department of the University from the headquarters of the western division of the national organization of the reserve corps. The telegram stated that the supply of seed in the South is nearly exhausted and that the flow of seed from the North is very slow.

MOUNTAINTA PLAYS "COURTSHIP"

The play "COURTSHIP" was performed in the University Theatre last week. The play was well received by the audience and was considered a success.

STUDENTS WILL TAKE TRAINING

The war conference has been held at the University, and a large number of students have volunteered for military service. The number of students who have volunteered is expected to increase as the war situation becomes more critical.

PHOTO OF IOWA MEN SEEN IN DARNED OUTFIT BY REID

Old Photo Shows Strange Central Business District of Des Moines

A large photograph of the Idaho Central Business District of Des Moines, which was taken during the war, has been released to the press. The photograph shows the district in 1917, during the war, and the changes that have taken place since then. The photograph is expected to be used by the war department in the promotion of the war effort.

FORESH AND NOPE ON MIX

Brady Argonaut Club and Chee Club Meet

On Friday evening, the Brady Argonaut Club and the Chee Club held a joint meeting. The meeting was well attended and was considered a success.

The Vernon team will come back at the end of the season, and the Montana team will come back in the following spring and fall. The season will be divided into three parts, and the last two games will be played on the same day.

Photographs taken by the Idaho Central Business District of Des Moines, which were taken during the war, have been released to the press. The photographs will be used by the war department in the promotion of the war effort.
Free Enlargements
To Advertise Our
SIX HOUR DARK ROOM

-.

We give you a coupon with every $2.50 purchase in our Kodak department. Save the coupons and have a beautiful enlargement made from your favorite Kodak picture absolutely FREE.

For 10 coupons you give us a Black and White Post card size.
For 15 coupons you give us a Sepia, Post Card size.
For 20 coupons you give us a 5x7 Black and White.
For 25 coupons you give us a 5x7 Sepia.
For 40 coupons you give us an 8x10 Black and White.
For 50 coupons you give us a 11x14 Sepia.
For 90 coupons you give us a 11x14 Black and White.
For 125 coupons you give us a 14x17 Sepia.

Your coupons bring you all of the dark and all profit to the picture. Our work is very artistic, and the very best quality is guaranteed. They are mounted or unmounted, as desired.

HOW THE PLAN WORKS:

Clip out the coupon below. We will give you additional savings with each coupon purchase of Kodak supplies, and with every order for developing and printing you place.

If your purchase amount to 25 cents you get one coupon; if it amounts to 50 cents you get two coupons; if it amounts to 75 cents you get three coupons. Etc. When you have sufficient coupons to secure the enlargement we wish, you bring in the negative you wish enlarged and we will make the picture for you.

SEE SAMPLE ENLARGEMENTS IN OUR WINDOW

HODGINS' "THE KODAK STORE"

INTRODUCTORY COUPON

Will be accepted on any 2 coupons
FREE ENLARGEMENT

HODGINS' "THE KODAK STORE"

HODGINS' "THE KODAK STORE"

-.

This will be accepted as your first coupon
Clip it out and save it NOW

The House of Williamson

At Home or While Traveling

It is equally possible for you or your room in your suspension from a shirt like this. Presses your trousers while you are on the road; you can travel to the trip. It is not a matter where or how you live or what your occupation is—it is your own home."

Shoe Repair Shop

Equipped with the latest shoe machinery, we guarantee a perfect service.

507 Main Street
Moscow, Idaho

Win. E. Wallace, Jeweler and Watchmaker

悒

121 Chick Conne

A Cordial Invitation to all Students

Telephone No. 8-J
J. D. McIntosh, Prop.

PALACE OF SWEETS

For Ice Cream—Fresh Candies
Home Made Apple Pies
Chili Con Carne

A Cordial Invitation to all Students

We're in business. No matter what your business is, we want your business. Come in and avail yourself of the untold services of a safe and accommodating bank.

First Trust and Savings Bank
Resources One Million Dollars.

Leahy's Heatless Trousers
Press Valet Service

is a wonderful little workaday appliance. It's alarm

J. N. FREDMAN'S
SHOE REPAIR SHOP

WITH the Right Tool, Tang and Sparkle

Soda, prepared and served in our own beautiful and delicious bevera's. Our Soda is pure and sparkling and has just the flavor which gives it individuality. It's a little different from ordinary sa's.

Everything in cleanliness with the making and serving of our soda is strictly and unmercifully accomplished.

We serve both Cold and Hot Beverages—so every taste may easily be gratified.

Economical Pharmacy
Where Quality Counts
BOLLES & LINDQUIST, Props.
HULME TELLS OF OLD CHIVALRY
Contract of Present and Past Conditions Show That We Are Coming More Chivalrous

The opening musical number of last Wednesday's entertainment, given in the Kagin Gymnasium, consisted of E. K. Milburn, E. F. Shaw, M. M. and G. Johnson.

Mr. Milburn gave the opening address. His subjects was "Chivalry, an Ideal".

Dr. Brucosc's introduction Per

FDR's old debate in debate was more than

was needed in this year, the same as the

Richard III's motives onder the theory of

The body of the men was

Two acts of the evening were given by the
two acts of the evening were given by the
two acts of the evening were given by the
two acts of the evening were given by the

The Hub
FOR A SQUARE DEAL!

O. H. SCHWARZ

Auto Service
One of the Eight-Passenger Cars for Denver or Fort Collins
MOSCO CAB & TAXI CO.
Frontly & Big Pancake. Offine Phone 51. Corner Fourth and Jackson.

McELROY

Plumbing & Heating
Phone 12
612 South Main Street
Fresh and Gared Meats

The University of Idaho Established in eighteen hundred and eighty-nine.

The College of Letters and Science
The College of Agriculture
The College of Engineering
The College of Law
The Agricultural Experiment Station
The Extension Division

Why Go To "Idaho"
The choice of a university or college to be attended by a student should be based upon four principal requirements: 1st, a high purpose and high goal for one's life; 2nd, a practical faculty; 3rd, sufficient equipment; 4th, a student body of high ideals. The University of Idaho fully satisfies these requirements.

1. Purpose and Field
Its purpose is to serve the people of Idaho in developing and training students; in advancing the entire state educational system of which it is a part; in meeting today's solution of economic and social problems; in furnishing expert knowledge in Agriculture, Engineering, Education, and Life Sciences. It is the purpose of the university to serve students in residence but also to all who desire it throughout the State.

2. Faculty
The faculty is made up of eight to twelve teachers of thorough training and efficiency studies aided by the work of temporary instructors. They are

3. Equipment
The campus is ample. It has a library of over 50,000 volumes, excellent laboratories and classrooms, and well provided lecture rooms for the natural and applied sciences.

4. Students
Its student body is about one thousand and one in the school year of 1906-07, and continues to grow. It is a vigorous body, of which the students are proud, because they are princes in the University of Idaho in professions, the industrial vocations, and in the building and operation of homes.

The four colleges and the central agricultural experiment station are located at Moscow; the law college is at Boise, and the agricultural extension office is located at both of these points.

The information and application should go to the UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
Moscow, Idaho.